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sition of puzzle pieces, and/or to achieve selected de
signs with indicia on the puzzle pieces.
The frame of the puzzle of the subject invention de
?nes a generally rectangular opening having an op

PUZZLE GAME
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION
This application is a continuation-in-part of US. pa
tent application Ser. No. 926,964 ?led Nov. 4, 1986 now

posed pair of parallel major sides and an opposed pair of
parallel minor sides. The pair of opposed parallel minor
sides de?ned by the rectangular opening in the frame

US. Pat. No. 4,732,388.

extends a distance of three times a selected unit of mea

surement in a ?rst direction while the pair of opposed
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
l0 major sides extends a distance of four times the selected
unit of measurement in a direction orthogonal to the
Many puzzles include a generally planar support, a

generally rectangular frame attached to or unitary with
the support and a plurality of pieces movably disposed
within the frame. Typically, the area de?ned by the

?rst direction. More particularly, the opening of the
frame de?nes an internally disposed rectangle having
dimensions of three units by four units. The puzzle may
movable pieces will be smaller than the area defined by 15 further include a generally planar support panel at

the frame. Thus, one or more empty spaces will exist in
the area de?ned by the frame. The user of the puzzle or
game sequentially moves the pieces into the one or
more empty spaces thereby creating a new empty space.
In this manner, the various members disposed within
the frame can be moved relative to one another and
relative to the frame.

tached to or unitary with the frame. However, it is
anticipated that certain embodiments of the invention
may not be provided with a generally planar support

panel. In these embodiments, the frame may merely be
placed upon a suitable generally planar surface, such as
a table.

The puzzle further comprises four substantially iden
tical square pieces each having four side edges extend
ing one unit in each direction, and three substantially
identical rectangular pieces each of which has minor

In some puzzles of the general type described above,

each puzzle piece disposed within the frame is provided

with certain indicia, and the object of the puzzle is to 25
sequentially move the pieces within the frame to either
and major side edges of one unit by two units respec
form an image, create a message or de?ne some speci

tively. The puzzle pieces are disposed in the frame such

?ed alphabetic or numeric order. Certain puzzles of this
that two of the rectangular pieces have their respective
type employ movable pieces of different sizes and
shapes. Other puzzles of this type may include one or 30 major sides parallel to one another and parallel to the
minor sides of the frame.
more exits or entrances within the frame to facilitate or
From the preceding description, it is apparent that
complicate the movement of the various pieces. On
the
frame de?nes a rectangular opening of twelve
most puzzles of this type, the various puzzle pieces and
square units (three units><four units=l2 units). How
the frame are formed with interlocking arrays of
tongues and grooves or interlocking arrays of stepped 35 ever, the movable pieces de?ne a total area of only ten

square units (one unit><one unit><four pieces-l-one
unitXtwo unitsxthree pieces=10 units). From the

edges to prevent the various puzzle pieces from becom
ing disengaged from the planar support and/or the
frame. Geneiglly larger puzzles with more pieces are

preceding algorithm, it is apparent that there are two
square units of empty space provided in the frame of the

easier in that they provide more room for maneuvering
pieces.

subject puzzle. Thus, there will always be either two

'

spaced apart square open areas having dimensions of

It is an object of the subject invention to create an

intriguing puzzle employing a plurality of pieces mov
ably disposed within a frame.
It is another object of the subject invention to provide
a puzzle having a plurality of rectangular pieces mov
ably disposed within a rectangular frame.
Still another object of the subject invention is to pro
vide a puzzle having a plurality of square pieces and a

plurality of elongated rectangular pieces movably dis

one unit by one unit or one rectangular open area hav

ing a dimension of one unit by two units.
45

The puzzle enables a plurality of different starting
and ?nishing points that can be attempted by the user.
In one particular puzzle game, the puzzle pieces may
initially start with the two parallel rectangular pieces
disposed adjacent one longitudinal end of the frame and
the square pieces disposed at the other longitudinal end

posed within an elongated frame.
50 of the frame. In this game, the object may be to move
the puzzle pieces such that the respective parallel rect
A further object of the subject puzzle is to provide a
angular pieces and square pieces become disposed at the
single puzzle having a plurality of rectangular pieces
opposite longitudinal ends of the frame.
movably disposed within a rectangular frame and pro
The various movable pieces of the puzzle may have
viding a plurality of separate puzzle games exhibiting
varying degrees of difficulty and providing the user 55 straight rectangular side edges without an ability to
with a plurality of distinctly different challenges.
interlock with one another or with the rectangular
An additional object of the subject invention is to
frame. With this option, the user may readily arrange
provide a puzzle game wherein the puzzle pieces are
the pieces into one of the above described symmetrical
provided with indicia disposed to create varying pat
or logically distributed initial dispositions. The user
terns as puzzle pieces are rearranged.
may then proceed to attempt to achieve a selected end
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The subject invention is directed to a puzzle having a

plurality of rectangular pieces movably disposed within

ing disposition of the puzzle pieces. The puzzler may
also explore various options for new starting and ?nish

ing points.

A preferred embodiment of the above described puz
a frame. The principal object of the subject puzzle is to 65 zle includes indicia on selected pieces. More particu
sequentially move the rectangular pieces within the
larly, the indicia is disposed to de?ne a selected pattern
frame from a ?rst symmetrical or logical disposition of
at a particular starting orientation of the puzzle pieces
puzzle pieces to a second symmetrical or logical dispo
and to de?ne a different selected pattern at the ?nishing

3
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point. The indicia may be formed by printed markings
on the puzzle pieces, by forming each puzzle piece from

4

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of the puzzle game of the
subject invention with the puzzle pieces disposed in a
?rst position relative to one another.
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in FIG.
1 but with the pieces moved into a second disposition

visually distinct materials or by creating a groove or
ridge at selected locations on certain of the puzzle

pieces.
One preferred pattern of indicia consists substantially
entirely of lines disposed at angles to the respective side
edges of the puzzle pieces. For example, the lines may

relative to one another.

be straight or curved lines extending entirely across the

FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in

puzzle pieces. In a particularly preferred embodiment,

10 FIGS. 1 and 2 but with indicia disposed on selected

each of the four square puzzle pieces is provided with a

puzzle pieces.

line extending from a corner of the respective piece to a
midpoint of an opposed side. The two parallel rectangu
lar puzzle pieces are each provided with two lines. In

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in FIG.
3 but with the pieces moved into a second disposition
relative to one another.

FIG. 5 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in FIG.
3 but with the pieces moved into a third disposition
relative to one another.
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in FIG.
3 but with the puzzle pieces disposed in a fourth dispo

particular, one of the two parallel rectangular puzzle
pieces is provided with a pair of converging lines which
extend from the corners on one longitudinal side of the

puzzle piece to two quarter-points on the opposite lon

gitudinal side of that rectangular puzzle piece. In this
context, the quarter-points are de?ned as being the two

20 sition relative to one another.

FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the puzzle shown in FIG.
3 but with the pieces moved into a ?fth disposition

locations disposed halfway between the midpoint of a
side and the corners of the sam side. The other of the

two parallel rectangular puzzle pieces is provided with

relative to one another.

a pair of lines which intersect at the midpoint of one 25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The puzzle of the subject invention is indicated gen
erally by the numeral 10 in FIG. 1. The puzzle 10 in
cludes a frame 12 de?ning a generally rectangular open
ing 14 therein. For ease of reference herein, the frame
12 will be further de?ned as including opposed top and

longitudinal side and which diverge symmetrically
therefrom to the quarter-points on the opposed 1ongitu~
dinal side. With this arrangement of indicia on the puz

zle pieces, the puzzle pieces can be arranged to de?ne
an “X” when the parallel rectangular pieces are on one

longitudinal half of the puzzle frame and the square
puzzle pieces are on the other longitudinal half. This
“X” design can be transformed into a diamond-shape by

sequentially moving the puzzle pieces such that the
respective parallel rectangular pieces and the square
pieces are disposed in the opposite halves of the puzzle
frame. These starting and ending arrangements are con

sistent with the starting and ending disposition of puzzle
pieces as explained above. Additionally, this particular

bottom major sides 16 and 18 respectively and opposed
left and right minor sides 20 and 22 respectively. The
reference to the top and bottom herein is provided for
35 convenient identi?cation terminology only, and is not

intended to reflect a speci?c gravitational orientation of
the puzzle 10.
The rectangular opening 14 in the rectangular frame

arrangement of indicia enables the puzzler to create a

24 is dimensioned such that the distance between the
opposed top and bottom major sides 16 and 18 is three

broad array of other starting and ending points.

times a selected unit of measurement “L” or “3L” as

shown in FIG. 1. Additionally, the distance between
the opposed left and right sides 20 and 22 equals “4L” as
the two parallel rectangular puzzle pieces may have
shown in FIG. 1. In this context, the numerals preced
substantially identical patterns of two lines. For exam
ple, each of the parallel rectangular pieces could have a 45 ing the “L” are coef?cients which indicate that the
dimensions of the opening 14 in frame 12 have a prede
pair of lines intersecting at the midpoint of one long side
In an alternate to the above described embodiment,

and diverging to the quarter-points of the opposite long
side. Alternatively, each of the parallel rectangular
pieces could have a pair of lines extending from the
corners on one longitudinal side and converging toward

the quarter-points of the opposite longitudinal side.
These alternate embodiments enable many intersecting

puzzle games to be created, including puzzles starting
with an X-shape, a large diamond shape or two small

diamond shapes. However, these alternate embodi
ments do not enable a puzzler to advance from a starting
X-shape to a large diamond or the reverse.

Still other alternates may include generally diagonal
indicia on all three rectangular puzzle pieces. With this

termined dimensional ratio relative to one another. Spe

ci?cally, the distance between the opposed top and
bottom sides 16 and 18 is approximately 75% the dis
tance between the opposed left and right sides 20 and
22.

The puzzle 10 further comprises a planar bottom
support 24 which is unitary with the frame 12. More
particularly, the frame 12 and the bottom support 24 are
molded from a unitary piece of plastic. However, in
other embodiments of the subject invention, the frame
12 and the planar support 24 may be formed from sepa
rate members that are securely attached to one another.
In still other embodiments the frame 12 may be em
ployed on any convenient planar surface such as a table,

embodiment the rectangular puzzle piece extending
without an integral or unitary planar support.
parallel to the major side of the frame may have a single
The puzzle 10 further includes four substantially
diagonal line extending between opposed corners. Fur
identical generally planar square pieces a, b, c, and d
ther, with this embodiment, all or some of the square
which are movably disposed within the rectangular
pieces may have indicia as explained above.
65 opening 14. Each square piece a-d has side dimensions
Still other patterns of indicia can be employed with
of length “L” which is equal to one fourth the distance
different starting and ending indicia designs and with
between the left and right sides 20 and 22 and one third
different degress of dif?culty.
the distance between the top and bottom sides 16 and

5
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18. The letters a—d shown on the ?gures herein is pro
vided only for the purpose of this speci?cation and are
not indicia that are required to play the puzzle game
described herein.
’ The puzzle 10 further includes substantially identical
generally planar rectangular pieces x, y, and 2 which are

6

properly sequenced moves will enable the puzzle to
advance from the FIG. 1 distribution to the FIG. 2

distribution of puzzle pieces.
TABLE 1
MOVE

also slidably disposed within the rectangular opening 14

NUMBER

PIECE(S)

DIRECTION

of frame 12. Each rectangular piece x-z has a major side

l
2

a,b,c,d
x

up
right

3
4

y,z
b

down
left

5
6
7

2
it
0

up
left
down

right

dimension of two times the selected unit of measure
ment “L” or “2L” and a minor side dimension of “L” as

indicated in FIG. 1. Thus, each rectangular piece x-z is
substantially the size of two square pieces a-d. The
rectangular piece x is disposed such that its major sides
are parallel to the top and bottom major sides 16 and 18
of frame 12. The rectangular pieces y and 2, however,
are disposed such that their respective major sides are
parallel to the left and right minor sides 20 and 22 of the

a,b,z
y

up

10

it

left

11
12

b,z
d

down
left

' 13

frame 12.

As shown in FIG. 1, the square piece c is disposed in
the corner de?ned by sides 18 and 22 of frame 12. The 20
square piece a is disposed adjacent piece c and adjacent
the bottom side 18, while the square piece d is adjacent

c and the right side 22. Square piece b is adjacent both
pieces a and d. Thus, the four square pieces a-d in the
bottom right comer of frame 12. The rectangular piece 25
x is disposed in the bottom left corner of frame 12, while

rectangular pieces y and z are directly above rectangu
lar piece x. Thus, as shown in FIG. 1, the parallel rect
angular puzzle pieces y and z are in the left half of frame
12, while the square pieces are in the right half of frame
12. By sequentially performing a plurality of moves, it is
possible to create a broad array of possible distributions
of puzzle pieces a-d and x-z. The FIG. 1 distribution of
puzzle pieces a-d and x-z within frame 12 was selected

as a starting point because of the inherent balance of this 35
distribution and because there is more than one possible

initial move for a puzzler from this starting position. By
carefully analyzing and selecting a sequence of moves
of puzzle pieces a-d and x-z, it is possible to achieve a
distribution of puzzle pieces as shown in FIG. 2. More

particularly, in this distribution, the square puzzle
pieces a-d are disposed in the left half of the rectangular
opening 14 of frame 12 while the parallel rectangular
puzzle pieces y and z are disposed in the right half of the

rectangular opening 14. Furthermore, the disposition of

8
9

45

puzzle pieces a-d and x-z shown in FIG. 2 precludes
any subsequent moves without retracing moves that
had previously been carried out.

a,c,z

up

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

x
b
b
d
y
b
d
d

right
down
left
down
right
up
left
up

22

x

left

23
24
25

0
c
a

down
left
down

26

b,y,z

right

27

(1

up

28

it

up

29
30

a,c
y,z

left
down

right

31

b,d

32

c,x

up

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

a,y
:1
b
b
it
a,c,y
d

left
down
left
down
right
up
left

40

b,y

down

41
42

x
2

left
up

43
44

b
a,y

right
right

45
46

c
x

down
left

47

y

up

48
49
50
51

b
y,z
it
a,b,c,d

left
down
right
up

Table 1 shows the sequence of moves to enable the

puzzler to advance from the FIG. 1 distribution of puz
zle pieces a-d and x-z to the FIG. 2 distribution. More
particularly, the left column of Table l identi?es the
sequential number of the step to be carried out. The

The puzzle 30 shown in FIGS. 3-7 is similar to the
puzzle 10 described above and illustrated in FIGS. 1
and 2. More particularly, the puzzle 30 comprises a
frame 12 identical to the frame depicted in FIGS. 1 and

center column of Table l identi?es the one or more

puzzle pieces to be moved in each step and the right

2. The puzzle 30 further comprises four square pieces A,
B, C and D which are dimensionally substantially iden

column of Table 1 identi?es the direction of movement

tical to the puzzle pieces a, b, c and d shown in FIGS.

of those pieces. In each step set forth in Table 1 it is
assumed that the puzzle pieces identified in the center

1 and 2. The puzzle further comprises three rectangular
puzzle pieces X, Y and Z which are dimensionally sub
stantially identical to the puzzle pieces x, y and 2, shown

column will be moved as far as possible in the direction

indicated in the right column. The directional orienta 60 in FIGS. 1 and 2 and described above. In particular, the
tion set forth in Table l is consistent with the identi?ca
puzzle piece X has its long axis extending parallel to the
tion of the sides of frame 12 set forth above. More par
major sides 16 and 18 of the frame 12. The puzzle pieces
ticularly, “up” refers to a movement toward the top side
Y and Z have their long axes parallel to the minor sides
16 of frame 12, while “down” refers to a movement

toward the bottom side 18 of frame 12. Similarly, “left” 65
refers to a movement toward the left side 20 of frame

12, while “right” refers to a movement toward the right

side 22 of frame 12. Brie?y, Table 1 shows that ?fty-one

20 and 22 of the frame 12.

The square puzzle pieces A~D and the rectangular
puzzle pieces Y and Z each are provided with indicia as
shown in FIGS. 3-7. The indicia provided on the square

puzzle pieces A-D and rectangular puzzle pieces Y and

7
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Z is depicted as being formed by grooves in the respec

tive puzzle pieces, with the grooves subsequently being
dyed. However, other forms of indicia, such as a raised

8

position to the FIG. 7 objective is shown in Table 2.
Many other puzzle games can be created to yield differ
ent starting and ending patterns of indicia.

bead or a marking means may be employed for the

indicia.
The square puzzle pieces A-D are provided respec

tively with lines 32, 34, 36 and 38. In particular, the lines
32-38 on the square puzzle pieces A-D are disposed to

TABLE 2
MOVE

NUMBER
l
2
3
4
5

extend from a corner of the respective square puzzle

pieces A-D to the midpoint of an opposite side. The
rectangular puzzle pieces Y and Z each are provided

with indicia de?ning two straight lines. In particular,
the puzzle piece Y comprises lines 40 and 42 which
extend from corners on one longitudinal side of the

rectangular puzzle piece Y and converge toward one
another to intersect the quarter-points of the opposed
longitudinal side. As noted above, in this context; the
quarter-points of a side are de?ned as being locations

PIECE(S)
X

DIRECTION
right

C
D
A
B

up & left
up
left & up
down

6

A

right

7

D

down

8
9

C
X

right 8: down
left

In summary a puzzle is provided including a frame

having a generally rectangular opening disposed
therein. More particularly, the rectangular opening in

disposed 25% of the distance inwardly from the corners
along a particular side. Thus, a quarter-point is disposed 2O the frame de?nes opposed top and bottom sides of the
frame and opposed left and right sides. The distance
halfway between the midpoint of a side and the corre
across the rectangular opening and between the op
sponding corner. The rectangular puzzle piece Z com
posed top and bottom sides thereof is substantially equal
prises a pair of lines 44 and 46 which extend from the
to three times a selected unit of measurement, whereas
quarter-points of one longitudinal side and converge to
intersect at the midpoint of the opposed longitudinal 25 the distance across the rectangular opening and be
tween the left and right sides is substantially equal to
side. The above described indicia on the square puzzle
four times the selected unit of measurement. The puzzle
pieces A-D and the rectangular puzzle pieces Y and Z
further includes four square puzzle pieces the respective
enables an X-shaped design to be created with the puz
sides of which each equal the selected unit of measure
zle as shown in FIG. 3. It will be noted that the orienta
ment. The puzzle also includes three rectangular puzzle
tion of the puzzle pieces in FIG. 3 is substantially similar
pieces each having a minor side dimension equal to the
to the orientation of puzzle pieces depicted in FIG. 1
selected unit of measurement and a major side dimen
above. However, the presence of indicia on the puzzle
sion equal to twice the selected unit of measurement.
pieces creates a distinct visual image and adds to the

Two of the rectangular puzzle pieces have their major
FIG. 4 shows an arrangement of puzzle pieces similar 35 sides parallel to the left and right sides of the frame.
Selected puzzle pieces can be provided with indicia
to FIG. 2 illustrated and described above. However, the
thereon to enable puzzle games having different pat
indicia on the puzzle pieces effectively creates a
terns of indicia for the starting and ending points. In
diamond pattgrn. Consequently, the performance of the
particular, each of the square puzzle pieces may be
moves similar to those set forth in Table 1 above enables
the puzzle to start with an X-shaped pattern as shown in 40 provided with a line while the two parallel rectangular
puzzle pieces may be provided with a pair of converg
FIG. 3 and to advance to a diamond-shaped pattern as

puzzle enjoyment and challenges.

shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 5 shows an alternate solution for the puzzle 30.

ing lines.

In particular, FIG. 5 also achieves the basic objective of

preferred embodiment, it is obvious that various

While the invention has been described relative to a

advancing from an initial X-shaped pattern to a 45 changes can be made without departing from the scope

diamond shaped pattern. However, the orientation of
puzzle pieces shown in FIG. 5 is clearly distinct from
the orientation shown in FIG. 4 even though the FIG.
4 and FIG. 5 disposition of puzzle pieces each depict a
diamond-shape. Consequently, the puzzler has at least a
second end point and a second possible approach for

achieving that end point.
The puzzle 30 with the indicia thereon, as shown in
FIGS. 3-5 can be employed to create a host of other

of the invention as de?ned by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A puzzle comprising:
a frame comprising opposed ?rst and second major
sides and opposed ?rst and second minor sides
extending between and connected to the major
sides so as to de?ne a generally rectangular open

ing in said frame, said rectangular opening having a
major dimension measured parallel to said major

starting and ending points, thereby permitting the puz

sides and substantially equal to four times a selected

zler to create his or her own puzzle games of varying

unit of measurement, and a minor dimension mea

degrees of complexity. For example, FIG. 6 shows a

sured parallel to said minor sides and being substan
tially equal to three times the selected unit of mea
surement such that a line connecting the midpoints
of said major sides de?nes ?rst and second halves
of said opening adjacent the first and second minor

starting point for a fairly simple puzzle game utilizing
the same pieces as shown in FIGS. 3-5. In particular,
the puzzle pieces as shown in FIG. 6 de?ne an arrow

shape formed by the indicia on puzzle pieces C, D and
Y and a diamond-shape formed by the indicia on puzzle
pieces A, B and Z. The arrow shape abuts an apex of the

diamond-shape. The object of this puzzle, as shown in
FIG. 7, is to move the pieces one at a time to effectively 65
reverse pieces A and B and thereby create a design of
two arrow-shapes pointing in the same direction. A
pattern of moves for advancing from the FIG. 6 starting

sides respectively;
four substantially identical square puzzle pieces hav
ing side edges equal in length to the selected unit of
measurement, said square puzzle pieces being mov
able within the rectangular opening of said frame
and being initially disposed in the ?rst half of the
rectangular opening; and

4,802,673
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three substantially identical rectangular puzzle
pieces, each said rectangular puzzle piece having a

thereof, said square puzzle pieces being movable

minor side dimension substantially equal to the

within the rectangular opening of said frame; and

puzzle piece to the midpoint on an opposite edge

three substantially identical rectangular puzzle
pieces, each said rectangular puzzle piece having a

selected unit of measurement and a major side di

mension substantially equal to twice the selected
unit of measurement, said rectangular puzzle pieces

minor side dimension substantially equal to the
selected unit of measurement and a major side di
mension substantially equal to twice the selected

being movably disposed within said rectangular
frame, two of said rectangular puzzle pieces having
their major sides parallel to the minor sides of the

unit of measurement, said rectangular puzzle pieces

frame and being initially disposed entirely within

being movably disposed within said rectangular
frame, two of said rectangular puzzle pieces having

the second half of the opening therein, the remain

ing rectangular puzzle piece having its major side

their major sides parallel to each other and to the
minor sides of the frame and the remaining rectan

parallel to and adjacent one of said major sides of
said frame, at least selected ones of said square and

gular puzzle piece having its major side parallel to

rectangular puzzle pieces having indicia thereon,

said major sides of said frame, one of the two paral

whereby said square and rectangular puzzle pieces

lel rectangular puzzle pieces having a pattern of

can be moved relative to said frame to achieve a

indicia extending from a midpoint of one major side
thereof and diverging to the quarter-points of the
opposed side, the other of the parallel rectangular

selected distribution of said square and rectangular

puzzle pieces such that said square puzzle pieces
are entirely within the second half of said opening 20
and the parallel rectangular puzzle pieces are en
tirely within the ?rst half of the opening.
2. A puzzle as in claim 1 wherein the indicia is dis
posed on each of said square puzzle pieces and on the

two rectangular puzzle pieces having their major sides

puzzle pieces having a pattern of indicia extending
from the corners on one major side thereof to the

quarter-points on the opposite side thereof,

whereby said square and rectangular puzzle pieces
can be moved relative to said frame to achieve a
25

selected pattern of indicia on said square and rect

parallel to the minor sides of the frame.
angular puzzle pieces.
3. A puzzle as in claim 2 wherein the indicia on each
10. A puzzle as in claim 9 wherein the indicia on said
of the square puzzle pieces comprises a generally
puzzle pieces comprises generally straight lines.
straight line extending from a corner of each said square
11. A puzzle as in claim 10 wherein the indicia is
puzzle piece to the midpoint of one said side of said 30 de?ned by grooves extending into said puzzle pieces.

respective square puzzle piece.

12. A puzzle comprising:

4. A puzzle as in claim 3 wherein the indicia on one of

a frame comprising opposed ?rst and second major
sides and opposed ?rst and second minor sides
extending between and connected to the major

said rectangular puzzle pieces having its major side
parallel to the minor sides of the frame comprises a pair

of generally straight lines extending from the midpoint

sides so as to de?ne a generally rectangular open

of one said major side of said piece to the quarter-points
of the opposed major side thereof, and wherein the

ing in said frame, said rectangular opening having a
major dimension measured parallel to said major

indicia on the _other rectangular puzzle pieces having its

sides and substantially equal to four times a selected

major sides parallel to the minor sides of the frame

unit of measurement, and a minor dimension mea

comprises a pair of generally straight lines extending

sured parallel to said minor sides and being substan
tially equal to three times the selected unit of mea
surement;

from the corners on one major side thereof to the quar

ter-points along the other major side thereof.
5. A puzzle as in claim 1 wherein the indicia is de?ned

by a groove formed in said puzzle pieces.
6. A puzzle as in claim 1 wherein the frame is of 45

unitary construction.

four substantially identical square puzzle pieces hav
ing side edges equal in length to the selected unit of
measurement and each of said square puzzle pieces

being movable within the rectangular opening of
said frame; and
three substantially identical rectangular puzzle
pieces, each said rectangular puzzle piece having a
minor side dimension substantially equal to the

7. A puzzle as in claim 1 further comprising a gener

ally planar support secured to said major and minor
sides of said frame and substantially covering said rect

angular opening therein.
8. A puzzle as in claim 7 wherein the planar support
and the frame are of unitary construction.

selected unit of measurement and a major side di

mension substantially equal to twice the selected
unit of measurement, said rectangular puzzle pieces

9. A puzzle comprising:
a frame comprising opposed ?rst and second major
sides and opposed ?rst and second minor sides
extending between and connected to the major

being movably disposed within said rectangular
frame, two of said rectangular puzzle pieces having
their major sides parallel to each other and to the
minor sides of the frame and the remaining rectan

sides so as to de?ne a generally rectangular open

ing in said frame, said rectangular opening having a
major dimension measured parallel to said major

gular puzzle piece having its major side parallel to
‘ said major sides of said frame, a plurality of said

sides and substantially equal to four times a selected
unit of measurement, and a minor dimension mea

square and rectangular puzzle pieces each having
indicia thereon, whereby said square and rectangu

sured parallel to said minor sides and being substan
tially equal to three times the selected unit of mea
surement;

frame to achieve a selected pattern of indicia on

four substantially identical square puzzle pieces hav
ing side edges equal in length to the selected unit of
- measurement and each having indicia thereon ex

tending from one corner of said respective square

lar puzzle pieces can be moved relative to said

said square and rectangular puzzle pieces.
65

13. A puzzle as in claim 12 wherein said indicia is
disposed to de?ne a generally X-shaped pattern in a ?rst
distribution of said puzzle pieces and to de?ne a second
pattern in a second distribution of said puzzle pieces.

11
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14. A puzzle as in claim 13 wherein said second pat

12

v intersect the quarter-points on the opposed sides

tern is generally diamond-shaped.

thereof.

15. A puzzle as in claim 12 wherein said indicia is
de?ned by at least one line extending across a plurality
of said square puzzle pieces and a plurality of said rect

one of the parallel rectangular puzzle pieces comprises

18. A puzzle as in claim 15 wherein indicia on at least

a pair of lines intersecting at the midpoint of one major
side thereof and diverging to intersect the opposed
major side of said piece at the quarter-points thereof.

angular puzzle pieces and angularly aligned to the edges

thereof.
16. A puzzle as in claim 15 wherein the indicia on said
19. A puzzle as in claim 15 wherein the indicia on at
square puzzle pieces defines a line extending from a
least one of the parallel rectangular puzzle pieces com
corner of said square puzzle piece to the midpoint of an 10 prises a pair of lines extending from the corners on one

opposite side of said square puzzle piece.

major side thereof andconverging to intersect the op
posed major side of the piece‘ at the quarter-points
thereof.

17. A puzzle as in claim 16 wherein indicia on one of

said parallel rectangular puzzle pieces comprises a pair
of lines intersecting at the midpoint of one major side
thereof and diverging to intersect the opposed major
side of said piece at the quarter-points thereof, and
wherein indicia on the other of said parallel rectangular
puzzle pieces comprises a pair of lines extending from

20. A puzzle as in claim 12 wherein said indicia is
5

disposed to de?ne a generally diamond-shaped pattern
in a ?rst distribution of said puzzle pieces and to de?ne
a second pattern in a second distribution of said puzzle

pieces.

the corners on one major side thereof and converging to
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